Abstract
functionally responsive states focusing on the fundamentals of emergence of civilizations. These Neo-Liberal Democratic States, which were ultimately termed as Nation States 27 , accumulated the economic and authoritative power resources with multi-tasking approaches towards human development and governance, started to emerge globally across Europe and this fact is also endorsed by political scholars like Francis Fukuyama 28 and Samuel Huntington 29 (Opello and Rosow 2004: 2) .
Opell and Rosow (2004: 7) further quoting Charles Tilly (1975) In recent times, the political and social scientists embodied the concepts of Nation-State under the impetus of development of nationalism with in the states, either bringing the states prior to nations or nations prior to state, e.g. Karl Deutsche 30 (1961: 493) leading in this case terms the nation states as a result of process of 'Social Mobilization' which includes factors/changes like urbanization, industrialization, population growth, transportation, technological advances, mass media and literacy development etc.. In the same way Max Weber in 1919 in his essay 'Politics as a Vocation' which was 27 In the second edition of the book "The Nation State and Global Order: A Historical Introduction to Contemporary Politics", Walter C. Opello, Jr. and Stephen J. Rosow attached a list, showing the Nation States of the world from the source of United Nations Member States, 2004. 28 Francis Fukuyama, in "The End of History and the Last Man" 1992, p.3-18. 29 Samuel P. Huntington, in "The Clash of Civilizations?" 1993 p.22-49. 30 Refer to Karl W. Deutsche's "The Growth of Nation: Some Recurrent Patterns of Political and Social Integration", in World Politics, 5, January 1953, p.169-180 . Also pls. see. Karl W. Deutsche, "Nation and World" paper presented at the 1966 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, p.7 and his paper "Social Mobilization and Political Development," in American Political Science Review, 55, 3 in September 1961, p.493. An analysis of the tools of Internal Pacification Process is very important, which derives its academic sources from the theoretical rationalization of historical knowledge of development of modern nation states, propounded by political sociologists Anthony Giddens (1985) , and James Scott (2009) .
This paper hence describes these tools; (i) by turning to the factors which strengthen the elements of internal pacification and can impact the strengthening of the modern democratic states, and (ii) the limitations of the Internal Pacification-which can hamper this process and ultimately the processes of transformation of today's traditional democratic states into nation states.
Internal Pacification
"Pacification" 33 is the act or process of pacifying or the state of being pacified or a treaty of peace. It is the act of forcibly or persuasively suppressing or eliminating a population considered to be hostile. (Giddens 1985: 5) , and this transition is not an evolutionary step rather a sudden/abrupt change. Internal Pacification is the major feature of development of rationalized states, whereby through internal pacification of their population these states can defend their territorial autonomy (Scott 2009: 197) .
The major difference between the traditional states (or class divided states) as Giddens term it is the consolidation of frontiers of the traditional states into borders and boundaries, which means, increasing the influence or space of the states (Giddens 1985: 5-6 ). This factor in fact denominates the concept of territorialisation of the state. Subsequently, the major purpose of internal pacification is to decrease and control the violence of the groups which challenge the writ of the government or sovereignty of the state and try not diffusing into state or trying to take the power or control of the states (Giddens 1985: 187 
Steps towards Internal Pacification for Development of Nation States
For states to justify their existence, power, sovereignty, and domination, they must have a complete administrative control over their territories and the populations particularly living on frontiers or in their peripheries. In this process of consolidation and conversion of frontiers into borders or boundaries (also termed as territorialisation of states), the traditional states usually faced several problems and resistances, for which they remained engaged in several ways. Those who competed successfully, have increased and enhanced the State Space as James Scott (2009: 4) 
Through Development of Modern Nation State System (Transformation of frontiers into borders)
In arguing for how the internal pacification can be achieved, Giddens is in favor of modern nation states system, because the modern nation states are a set of defining and integrating institutions of social system, which the traditional states lacked due to poor administrative setups and administrative powers. The polyarchic nature of modern states in terms of their administrative dialectic of control makes nation states eligible to ensure their internal pacification to exert their power and domination within the state and among the states (Giddens 1985: 5 This in fact refers to increasing the state space which means that the primary focus of the state is to enhance its territorialisation, meaning there by increasing the control and reach of the state in the peripheral areas, where in state gains and sustains its control over its borders. James Scott further elaborates on the development of nation states, "the hegemony, in this past century, of the nationstate as the standard and nearly exclusive unit of sovereignty has proven profoundly inimical to nonstate peoples. State power, in this conception, is the state's monopoly of coercive force that must, in principle, be fully projected to the very edge of its territory, where it meets, again in principle, another sovereign power projecting its command to its own adjacent frontier (Scott 2009: 11) ".
In the dialectic of control when the state tries to increase its control on the peripheral areas and the populations living in the peripheries, at the same time the states also face great resistance from the same non state space, which actually are efforts to challenge the monopoly of the state and to restore the status quo, this ultimately leads to the porous borders of the such states. Hence for states to establish its control over the peripheral areas, it needs to counter all such weak areas of the states near the frontiers, finally transforming these frontiers into borders. Scott further adds, 
Through Power and Domination
According to Giddens the modern nation states are power containers and power is the capability to change (Giddens 1985: 7) . It is the intervention in the existing set of events. It comes from two major sources; the allocative resources and authoritative resources, which he collectively terms as institutional clusters. Power remained a fundamental part of social theory. In a social system, when states show domination to justify their powers in a particular time and space that is termed as a power system. Based on agent and structure relationship, this power system or domination is bound to some rules which have their specific scope and intensity allowing these rules or laws to put some particular sanctions. These rules are implemented by powerful states with their strategies of control also facing the counter strategies, and the same process is unitedly termed as dialect of control (Giddens 1985: 8-12 ). Thus at times the states use these powers to show their domination over the peripheral areas and hostile populations of the peripheries to pacify them into their administrative control to achieve internal pacification. James Scott refers to the colonial style of internal pacification, by saying that, The domination is one of the permanent feature of the control and hegemony of the state.
Nevertheless the domination is the tool of power, which helps states to show its existence with in the state boundaries as well as outside the state boundaries.
The Role of Four Institutional Clusters contributing to Internal Pacification
The four institutional clusters which Giddens (1985: 7-12) (Giddens 1985: 190-1) .
Hence in Giddens' four institutional clusters, the capitalistic industrialism is the major factor which helped in development of allocative resources for a state, enhancing its powers and leading it to become a developed modern world. While elucidating the importance of capitalism/industrialism in the development of modern states, Giddens brings the sociologists like Webber, Durkheim, Nietzsche, Hintz and Hegel in conjunction with economists like Karl Marx and non-Marxists to justify the significance of materials which accentuated the capitalistic society giving rise to modern nation states. This point however agreed by many philosophers that for the developmental states in order to protect and promote themselves, it is important for them to promote their economic growth through industrialization (Leftwich 1998: 17-51 man's personal needs, upon which he wants to derive some revenue. The same process of acquiring the revenue continuously is called the Capitalism. As a matter of fact, the capitalism itself is something prior to industrial revolution or industrialization process, yet the industrialism has strengthened the capitalism giving it concrete and organized shape which followed the pursuit of capitalism eventually (Giddens 1985: 2) .
As far as the role of authoritative resources in the internal pacification is concerned, Giddens is more inclined towards the Max Weber's ideas that, state is a larger development of organization or institution or a set of institutions (Giddens 1985: 20) . As Giddens claims state as a political organization whose rule is territorially ordered and this is also able to utilize the means of violence to sustain that rule. The two aspects of authoritative resources which contribute in internal pacification "Surveillance" is defined as "the focused, systematic, and routine attention to personal details for purpose of influence, management, protection or direction" (Lyon 2007: 14) . According to Lyon (Foucault 1975: 200) .
The second major factor to pacify the states internally in authoritative resources is the monopoly of violence with the state. According to Giddens the traditional states also endorse this but hardly nation states are able to achieve it. The traditional states due to failure of a regular sense of administration usually get involve in internal wars, and ultimately had to resort to use of military and (c) extraction of sufficient resources for state activities from the larger population and the territories it controlled through increasing taxation (Thies 2004: 55) .' Thus war and preparing for it led to important social changes: integrating, socializing, and leveling societies. (Porter 1994: 15-16 ).
36 Panopticism is basically an idea of process of surveillance in a Panoptic structure prison, where from a guard can monitor and keep a watch and ward on whole of the prison. The idea later on in abstracts was adopted for having a social control in a social order. All these factors led to strengthening of military or security forces further increasing the power of nation states, which helped nation states to achieve its goals of internal pacification. In modern nation states the military order however is very important in sustaining the deterrence and in influencing the populations of the nation-states.alongside with the taxation systems which also played binding forces in nation states.
The Means of Urban Transformation, Regionalization and Sequestration along with the Fiscal Legibility
Few factors like transformation of cities into urban centers, the taxation systems and in response to At another place supporting the financial interests which helped the nation states in sequestration processes, he says, that, parallel to policies of economic, administrative, and cultural absorption has been the policy, driven by both demographic pressure and self-conscious design, of engulfment (Scott 2009: 12) . Fiscal legibility is also one such supportive element, as, according to James Scott, the formation of taxation system on the objects of taxation like people, land and trade has brought a drastic change in the pacification process. At many a times the states became self-liquidating. Further reasoning, he adds that the registration of land and population has turned out to be an accessible resource for the nation states (Scott 2009: 91-4) . Through registration process with simultaneous monetary benefits by the such states, the citizens of nation states were bound to be more responsive, controllable and accountable hence appearing as productive part of nation state societies.
Other Techniques of Population Control
James Scott has also considered the aspects of slavery contributing in the process of internal pacification in traditional or absolute states which have seen it as a key factor. However, in Nation
States, it could be termed as a limit to internal pacification. Scott says that, all Southeast Asian states were slaving states and slaves "were the most important 'cash-crop' of pre-colonial Southeast Asia:
the most sough-after commodity in the region's commerce" (Scott 2009: 85) . Also the Max Weber's view of warfare for slaves was important in the pre-modern states and slaves were considered as booty capitalism (Scott 2009: 88) . In the same way, nationalism, particularly ethnic or tribal nationalism was also used as a pacifying element in the colonialism where in the states used these tribes to sustain their control upon them, as James Scott says, 
Limitations of Internal Pacification towards development of Nation States
The factors of internal pacification were different in time and space. Many supportive factors in absolute or pre-modern times also turned out to be the limits of Internal Pacification when it comes to nation states. Giddens and Scott throw a light on few of them.
Excessive Militarization
Though Giddens supports the surveillance more over militarization, yet for centralized control of police is symbol and material expression of this phenomenon (Giddens 1985: 192) .
For Giddens the increased trend of waging the industrialized war is a serious threat, because it is leading to militarized world of nation states having new-style war propensities as a solution to old military problems.
Economic Control
Generally, the three core principles of Immanuel Kant's concept of perpetual peace -democracy, economic interdependence and international institutions have helped a lot in the formations of nation states in the western societies (Russet and Oneal 2001: 5) . In pre-modern states, while explaining the process of self-liquidation of military forces to fill its needs from the local resources, they often used to force the populations to pay tax and do labor works as is done by the military units in Burma (Scott 2009: 94-7) . This pressure when increased excessively led to rebellion. As Scott claims, "...the greater the pressure exerted on it, the more likely it would simply flee out of range or, in some cases, rebel (Ibid)." Giddens on this also supports the rights of freedom of disposal of labor power in liberal democratic states, for which the bourgeoisie also limit the economic powers of the employers, hence putting a limit in industrial style of pacification (Giddens 1985: 191) .
Nationalism
Nationalism and the identity issue has also played great role in limiting the internal pacification. As Scott commends, Ethnic and "tribal" identity, in A focus is required on all dimensions of states' control and development, and on all the elements of national integrity which includes the economic stability and good governance along with the administrative controls. The control on the social order with in the states by pacifying the situation, avoiding the staunch use of military power and focusing on the provision of opportunities and delivery of services to its masses and population through good governance like health and education services, securities, rights and social services, economic benefits and privileges in the form of jobs and social benefits etc. will lead the population to not rise and raise their voice against the governments, avoiding the civil wars, chaos and class struggles, which will ensure internal pacification within the states.
